
  France, Etat, Institutions, Société 

 

Instructor: Jean Marcou  Time: Wednesday 8.00 to 10.00 

 

About the course 

This course will focus on France, a key EU Member State, especially underlining and questioning in itself the 

specificity of this country in Europe and in the world, regarding its contemporary history (revolutions and 

restorations, democracy, colonialism, Vichy period, Resistance, Algerian war, May 68), its secular state 

(laicism, republicanism, human rights), its political system (semi presidential system), its foreign policy (the 

tumultuous relations with the US, the Arabian policy of France…) its territory (centralization, decentralization 

and new regional organization) and its society (literature, cinema…). 

Short biography of the instructor 

 Jean Marcou, Professor at Grenoble Institute of Political Studies, is presently a professor at Grenoble Institute 

of Political Studies – Sciences Po Grenoble (http://www.sciencespo-grenoble.fr/blog/membres/marcou-jean/). 

At Sciences Po Grenoble, he is also the Director of the International Office and the head of Master of Middle 

Eastern Studies. 

 From 2000 to 2006 he had been the Director of the French Affiliation of the Faculty of Economics and Political 

Science and of the Master in Euromediterranean Studies at the University of Cairo (Egypt). Then from 2006 

to 2010, he had been a senior researcher at the French Institute of Anatolian Studies in Istanbul (IFEA) and 

he is still working with IFEA as a co-editor of the site of the Observatory of the Turkish Political Life 

(Observatoire de la Vie Politique Turque – OVIPOT – http://ovipot.hypotheses.org). 

Aims 

The course aims to give the students a better knowledge of France’s History, Politics and Society.  

In practice the course aims to familiarize students with: 

- the key periods of the French Contemporary State and Society 
- the main stakes of the French Contemporary State and Society 
- the Semi-Presidential French System 

- current debates in contemporary France 

Method 

The course will be conducted through: 

- Ex-catedra teaching by the course instructor mainly through PPT presentations (available on Jean 
Marcou’s Website) 

- If necessary reading materials to prepare the session 
- oral presentations by the students every week 
- class discussions 

- video documents and films 

Assignments 

1- Oral presentation (25% of the final grade) 
2- Written presentation (25% of the final grade) 
3- Attendance & Final Exam – (50% of the final grade) 

The oral presentation consists in a summary of the week’s events in France presented at the beginning 

of each course by a group of students (2 or 3) 

http://www.sciencespo-grenoble.fr/blog/membres/marcou-jean/
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The written presentation consists in a short original paper (10 000 characters – 1500 words) freely 

chosen by the student. However the paper must be related to French issues and contain a bibliography 

and a webography 

The final exam is organized outside the course at the end of the semester. It consists of two sections: 

(1) an evaluation of the students’ theoretical and factual knowledge: based on a number of MCQ 

(2) an evaluation of the students’ ability to write a short essay (3 pages) on issues addressed during 

the semester 

Jean Marcou’s Website 

More information and working tools (PPT Presentations) are provided on Jean MARCOU’s website 

(https://sites.google.com/a/umrpacte.fr/jean-marcou/?pli=1) 
Any question or problem: write to Jean Marcou: jean.marcou@iepg.fr / or meet Jean Marcou at his office (016) 

in the International Relations Service (ground 0, first door on the right after entering through the Eastern Gate 

of Sciences Po Grenoble in front of the Tram Station) 

Description of the course’s sessions 

1- Introduction to the course: structure, methods, assignments…. 
2- The semi-presidential French system. Comparison between the American and the French President. 

Comments on some mains articles of the French Constitution. 
3- France in Europe and the French Foreign Policy: traditions and new trends. 
4- France and its territory: the system and its last evolutions (decentralization, regionalization, the plan 

to redraw boundaries for the regional administration) 
5- The Foundation of the French Nation State: the Old Regime, the French Revolution and the 

Napoleonic Period. 
6- French Republican Symbols and Values: Meanings of Marianne, the Phrygian Cap, the Tricolour Flag, 

the Moto, the National Day 
7- The French Republic (why Five Republics?): the French Revolution and the republican tradition, the 

19th century revolutions, the importance of the Third Republic 
8- The First World War and its consequences for the French State and Society. 
9- The Second World War, the Resistance and the Vichy Period. 
10-  Important periods for the French contemporary History: the Algerian war, May 68. 

Required Reading. 

Readings and articles will be provided by the instructor when necessary. The following books can be used as 

background material to provide information on French contemporary Politics and Society:  

COLE Alistair, MEUNIER Sophie, TIBERJ Vincent, Developments in French politics 5, London, Prentice Hall, 

2013 

HORWARTH David & VAOUXAKIS Georgios, Contemporary France : an Introduction to French Politics and 

Society, Cambridge University Press 2007 

SOWERWINE Charles, France since 1870, Culture, Society and the Making of the Republic,  

Recommended TV-Radio Channels and their websites 

FRANCE 24 (linked to the FRANCE 24 TV channel) provides permanent news on French and 
International Politics in English: http://www.france24.com/en/tag/french-politics/ 

Radio France International (RFI), Specially French News: http://www.english.rfi.fr/france 
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